Debbie’s Thoughts:
We had to dodge a few mud puddles but at least we didn’t get rained out again.
I cannot believe how many pulls have been rained out, this year. We have never had a
raindate get rained out before. A few were cut short because of thunderstorms. I am
amazed that with all that rain, we were still in a drought.
Thank you for supporting OCP. I am so glad that we had 115 hooks. There
were two pulls this weekend and deer season started in Virginia. I was afraid we
wouldn’t have enough to put on a good show. I think you all definitely did that.
If you helped, in case I didn’t thank you Saturday, Thanks. We were missing
some of our regular workers. Because of you we made it fine.
I like night pulls. I don’t have to get up early. Thanks for staying up late with
us. Hope it wasn’t too rough for those that had long drives home. Only thing I don’t
like about them is trying to take pictures. It is hard to take pictures of moving tractors
in the dark. I don’t have a very big flash on my camera. Sorry there weren’t many pictures. We tried.
Thanks again to the Randleman FFA Alumni for inviting us back. Other than the
parking it is a great location. Pulling after ball season helped with that. Hope it was
better for you to park on the ballfield instead of the parking lot. We appreciate the
Level Cross Community Center letting us all use it. Thanks to the Level Cross Fire Department for their help.
I was glad to see the York family come out. Bet is was hard to, without Wayne
Fulton. He passed away recently. He used to pull decades ago with the NCTPA. I am
sorry I didn’t get a chance to get to know him well. He was just starting with us this
year. Hope they can carry on the family tradition.
Thanks for coming to our pulls for another year. Sorry we only had two. Some
things are just beyond our control. Hopefully we will be able to put on more pulls next
year. Thanks for helping us support Halifax County Quarter Scale Tractor Club. Our
goal was to each have a monthly pull. We didn’t make it this year. Next year will be
better. Pray that everyone has a Happy Thanksgiving, Merry Christmas, and a Happy
New Year. Keep in touch. Take care of yourselves.

